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ABSTRACT
The goal of this study was to investigate the importance of gravity-
induced free convection in phase-change materials and thereby contribute
to the understanding of the behavior and performance of phase-change
thermal control devices.
Two theoretical models were developed to predict the thermal response
of the phase-change material to a given hot plate temperature. A two-
dimensional pure-conduction model was developed to predict the melting
of the phase-change material when heat transfer was a function of conduc-
tion. A combined conduction-convection model, also two-dimensional, was
developed to predict the phase change phenomena when heat transfer was
a function of conduction and gravity-induced free convection. Both
models were solved using explicit finite difference approximations on a
Digital Equipment Corporation, Model PDP-10, digital computer.
The experimental equipment consisted of a rectangular cell utilizing
a heating chamber, an expansion chamber, and a test chamber; a sixteen-
channel multipoint recorder, and a fluid flow system. The recorder
monitered hot and cold plate temperatures and interior node temperatures
at two second intervals.
A comparison of theoretical temperature profiles and experimental
temperature profiles is presented for six runs at various angles of
inclination of the test cell with respect to the horizontal direction. A
detailed discussion of results is presented. As expected, since the pure
conduction model neglects convection, variation exists between experimental
results and theoretical results calculated using the pure conduction model
at angles of inclination other than zero. At an angle of inclination of
zero degrees good agreement is obtained between experimental data and the
pure conduction model. Good agreement is obtained between experimental
data and theoretical temperature profiles using the conduction-convection
model. The results show that gravity-induced free convection is an impor-
tant factor in the melting process and can be predicted using the theo-
retical convection model developed in this study.
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INTRODUCTION
Phase change thermal control techniques have received increasing
attention, (references 1, 23, 24, 25) in the last several years for
spacecraft thermal design. Because of inherent advantages of simplicity
and reliability a passive solid-liquid phase change material can be used
in the wal ls of spacecraft as packaging around sensitive electronic
equipment to absorb or release energy to maintain constant temperature of
the electronic equipment. However, this system is limited by the heat
rejection or absorption capacity of the material used.
A previous study^2' has determined the property requirements of
phase change materials in order,that they be good thermal control devices.
The material should be non-toxic, chemically-inert and stable, non.corrosive,
have small density variations, and have a high latent heat of fusion. The
material should also melt in the 50- to 150° F range; n-paraffins with an
even number of carbon atoms are the most widely used materials for this
purpose. In this study n-octadecane was used.
j\n earlier study' ' ' at the Colorado School of Mines dealt with an
unidi'mensial melting investigation of a finite paraffin slab. It was
concluded that the pure conduction model used did not completely solve
the phase change problem. Therefore, the present study concerns the effects
of gravity-induced free convection upon the melting phenomena.
All phase-change experiments, such as ground tests made in high
gravity fields, must take into account the effect of gravity-induced free
convection. Either the experiments must be designed to eliminate convec-
tion or the convection must be mathematically modeled. It is important
to determine at what gravity level gravity-induced free convection may be
neglected. This will enable designers of phase-change thermal control
devices for spacecraft "to determine whether or not gravity-induced free
convection is an important design factor under low gravity conditions such
as periods of thrust.
Other effects, such as electrically-induced convection or magnetically-
induced convection, may also be important design factors. Since experi-
ments to study other effects will be made in a high gravity field, the
effect of gravity must be determined before effects of other forces can be
.studied completely and modeled accurately.
LITERATURE SURVEY
There has been a large amount of literature published on the subject
of melting phenomena and gravity-induced free convection. This literature
survey deals with only a small portion of the published material. One of
the main references used in this study is the thesis of P. R. Pujado(').
In his thesis Mr. Pujado presented a theoretical model for the unidimen-
sional melting of a finite paraffin slab. The theoretical model was
developed using finite difference methods to approximate the solution
of the partial differential equations governing the physical 'system. The
finite difference approximations were solved on an IBM-Model 360 digital
computer. The model solved two-phase, unidimensional heat conduction
equations with a moving interface and variable thermal properties. Mr.
Pujado stated that the theoretical model neglected free convection in the
liquid phase portion of the system and concluded that the errors in his
results were probably due to the existence of free convection in the cell.
Earlier. Northruo CorDoration(2) conducted a similar study and
obtained results wnicn compared very closely with the work Mr. Pujado did.
Some of the texts which are good theoretical references for
fer and fluid flow are Cars law and Oaeger(3), Rohsenow and
and Schlictinq(5 ' . LongwelU6^ was used as the basic theoretical reference
tor developing the boundary layer equations in this study. Dusinberre(' )
was used for development of the interface phase-change equation used in
the finite difference approximations of the theoretical equations. Bird,
Stewart, and Lightfoot(°' was used as the reference for free convection
between infinite parallel plates. Val lent ine^9) was used as the basic
ideal flow reference for the development of the ideal-viscous flow model.
Grodzka and Fan^ ' 0 ' listed various areas of study when attempting to
solve the problem of free convection in phase change thermal control
equipment. They stated that free convection might be induced through the
following forces: gravity, surface tension, electricity, and magnetism.
The majority of work on free convection effects in liquids and gases
has been done for infinite plate systems. Models for this type of system
have been developed by Bodoia and Oster le( ' l ) , Dropkin and Globed),
Dropkin and Somerscales' 13' , Gebhart( '4) , Kohand Price"5), and Samuels
and Churchill ( ' 6 ) .
Wi lkes and Churchill''''') made a study of temperature profiles in a
closed rectangular system to determine the effects of gravity induced
convection. The theoretical model was developed from the basic equations
of motion, energy, and continuity; a two-dimensional approach precluded
the study of turbulent flow. The system of equations was solved by an
implicit alternating-direction technique developed by Peaceman and
RachfordO8). Instabilities in the numerical solutions were noticed above
certain Grashoff numbers.
Other closed cell convection studies have been made by Bellamy-Knights^)
and Fromm(20).
Various papers have also been published which deal with the melting
of finite slabs. Chi-Tien and Yin-Chao Yen( 2 U developed approximate
theoretical solutions for temperature distributions and melting rates when
the mode of heat transfer was natural convection induced by buoyancy forces.
Numerical solutions for various ice-water systems were given. Goodman and
Shea(22 ' used a series solution to solve the problem of unidimensional
melting in a finite slab.. Other works on phase change phenomena include .
Bannister and Bentil1a("J; Ukanwa, Stermole, and Golden^4'; and Shalv"'.
Papers have also been published which discussed Other courses of free
convection besides gravity-induced convection. Emery^o) has studied
magnetically induced convection. Pearson^27 ' and Nield(28) have studied
the effects of interfacial tension upon convection. Chandrasekar^29^
studied surface tension effects, rotational effects, and magnetic effects on
convection patterns.
THEORY
Two separate theoretical models are developed in this study. The
first model predicts the transient temperature distribution in the system
when heat transfer is a function of conduction. The.second model predicts
the transient temperature distribution in the system when heat transfer is
a combined function of conduction and of gravity-induced free convection.
The test material used in the research was n-octadecane. The physical
properties of n-octadecane are given.below and in figure 1. The values
were obtained from Pujado's thesis^), Northrup's Final Report^), and the
Data Book on Hydrocarbons.(30)
Density
Solid phase = (-.0008336) T + 1.0918, gm/cc
Liquid phase = (-.0012505) T + 1.1316, gm/cc
Heat capacity
Solid phase = 2.164, watt-sec/gm °K
Liquid phase = (.008213) T - 0.14237, watt-sec/gm °K
Conductivity
Solid phase = (-0.50054X10'5) T + .002914, watts/cm °K
Liquid phase = (-0.50054x10-=) T + .002914, watts/cm °K
Melting point = 300.60 °K
Liquefaction enthalpy = 243.893 watt-sec/gm
A diagram of the system is given in figure 2.
Pure Conduction Model
The equations governing the two-dimensional problem have been developed
by Carslaw and Jaeger(3). These equations are given below.
Solid phase
V7fc, (T x x * Ty y) (1)
Liquid phase
V - — < T x x *
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Figure 1 - Kinematic viscosity
of n-octadecane
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Figure 2 - Diagram of Cell
The boundary conditions for the system under study are
6 y = 0, T = TD
@ y = d, T = Tf
G y = 2y0, T = T0
@ x = L and x = 0
Liquid phase
T
 = -L- ( Tp - Tf ) + Tf
Solid phase
The initial condition is
@ 6 = 0, T (x,y,0 ) = T1
The method of excess degrees is used to predict the phase change
phenomena. When the theoretical solid phase temperature of a volume ele-
ment exceeds the melt temperature a fictitious temperature, (Ts-Tf), is
calculated; when the fictitious temperature, summed over time and multi-
plied by the heat capacity at the phase change temperature, has a larger
magnitude than the liquefaction enthalpy, then the volume element has
changed phase. Figure 3 gives the nodal network diagram.
An explicit, forward-difference finite-difference method is used to
approximate the partial differential equations. The finite difference
operators are
Tt = T* (n,m) - T(n,m)
A9
TXX = T(n+l,m) - 2T(n.m) + T(n-l,m)
( A x)2
Tyy = T(n,m+l) - 2T(n.m) + T(n.m-l)
( Ay )2
The finite difference operators are substituted into equations (1)
and (2), and the resulting equations are rearranged to the final form
given below:
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Figure 3 - Nodal Network Diagram
Solid phase
T*(n,m)
 = T(n,m) (1-
Ae
 ks A8T (n-H.m) + J(n-l.m)
I \n ,n i ' i j •
P sCp s (Ay)2 PsC p s (A y )
Liquid phase
T*(n,m) = T(n,m) (1- 2A8k£
PSCpS(Ax
(n.m-l) (3)
(Ax)2p£Cp£
P^CpjiC Ay)
The following two equations give the stability requirements for the
finite-difference solution:
Solid phase
2A6 RS 2 A6 ks_
P C ( A x ) 2 PSCPS (Ay)2s p s
Liquid phase
2A9
 k* 2A6
(Ax)2 p £ C £ (Ay)
The listing of the computer program solving the finite difference
equations is given in Appendix D.
Combined Conduction and Convection Model
Gravity-induced free convection affects the heat transfer in the
liquid phase of the test material. The changes are caused by flow due to
density variations resulting from the temperature gradient.
The physical situation under consideration is completely described
by the following equations with appropriate boundary conditions: momentum
equation, energy equation, continuity equation, and an equation of state.
The initial theoretical work was directed toward a numerical solution
of the above equations and of modified forms of the above equations.
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However, stability problems were encountered in all numerical solutions.
Because of these problems an approximate theoretical model has been
developed. The development of the above equations and a discussion of
the numerical solutions investigated is given in Appendix B.
The energy equation for the solid phase is given by equation (1).
The energy equation for the liquid phase is
PI = ka ( T T ) (7>
P£
 P.*
In expanded form the energy equation is
T + u T + v T = -^ ( T + T } (B)
't x v 'y PoC - ( xx 'yy ' w
, PA
Substituting in finite difference operators, making the assumption
that velocity values are those at the node being solved, and rearranging,
the energy equation becomes
T*(n,m) = T(n,m) (1 - 2 fo ^ .
 N? - 2la A6
»
 ( Ay )2
T(n+l,m)
T(n-l,m)
T(n,mfl)
2 A y
The stability criterion from the solid-phase energy equation is
2 A 9 k s _ 2 A 9 k s _ > . Q (10)
Pscps (AX )2 psCps ( Ay)2
The stability criterion from the liquid-phase energy equation
A9k;. 2A6k ? n > 0 (11)
-
i xu:. n,m) - -
v. (n ,m) -^
0
0
C Ay
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(12)
(13)
Equations (12) and (13) give maximum stable values of velocity that
can be used in the finite difference solution of the liquid-phase energy
equation. Taole I gives tabulated stability criteria for various values
of Ax and Ay.
Table I
Stability Criteria
(AX)
CM
.3175
.2539
.2539
.15875
.079375
toy)
CM
.15875
.2539
.15875
.079375
.079375
A6£
Sec
12.57
18.26
10.263
2.855
1.78
A9S
Sec
12.25
18.17
10.00
2.781
1.74
u
CM/Sec
.00570
.00695
.00695
.01112
.02224
V
CM/Sec
.01112
.00695
.0112
.02224
.02224
The velocity profile used in the convection model is an approximate
profile obtained by combining an ideal flow solution for flow in a
cul-de-sac region(^) with a viscous flow solution for flow between
infinite parallel plates. A maximum velocity is imposed on the ideal-
viscous flow pattern, using either a driving velocity calculated from the
buoyancy force term or the maximum velocity calculated from the liquid-
phase energy equation stability criteria.
The velocity profile for unidimensional flow between infinite vertical
plates is developed by Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot.(8' The velocity pro-
file is
y
 a 04)
where rj =
12
Since a maximum velocity has been determined the velocity profile
should be given as a function of the maximum velocity. The equation
for velocity now becomes
vmax (15)
where (from center!ine)
The ideal flow velocity profiles are developed by the use of complex
variable transformations; the flow pattern under consideration is shown
in the following diagram
B
The basic assumptions made in the conformal transformation process
are that (1) the flow pattern being studied is irrotational flow of a
perfect fluid and that (2) the complicated flow pattern can be trans-
formed by use of complex variables into parallel, uniform flow.
The flow pattern shown above is assumed to be a complex 2-plane
flow within straight-wall boundaries. Since we are investigating ideal
flow with a simple polygon, a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation™) may
be used to obtain a parallel uniform flow pattern.
then
If the polygon is in the 2-plane and the new plane is the t-plane,
(c-t) (16)
where A' = complex constant
a,b,c = real constants in ascending order of magnitude
V,£,b= external deflection angles of the polygon
for the flow pattern under study
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The boundary conditions for the transformation are
@A, t = -co
SB, t * - I
@C, t = + 1
@D, t = +°°
Therefore
x
1
* dt
or
z = A1 JV(l-t) (-1-t) +B1 (17)
2 = A1 cosh -1 t + B1 (18)
Applying the boundary conditions
@c t = 1, z = 0
0 = A1 cosh -1 (1) +B1
o - B 1
@B, t = -1, z = il
\i = A1 cosh'1 (-1)
1 i = A ' I T T
A1 =l/?i
Therefore
z = i/7ccosh -1 (t) (19)
According to definition as given by Vallentine ' parallel, uniform
ideal flow should have a source at - °° and a sink at +«> . However, the
above t^plane flow pattern gives a source at + °° and sink at - °° .
Therefore w = -t, where w is a new complex plane, and
w = - cosh (n z. )
, where z = x+1y
W =-cosh (ZLA iJKjC)
a n
or w . = r cosh(7nc)cos(7rx) - i sinh(^x)sin(7ti) (20)
1 1 i i
By definition of complex flow
<P = -coshTrx cos7T£ (21)
i i
^= -sinh n x sin Try (22)
i i
The stream function is defined by the following equations
u = (23)
(24)
Substituting into equation (22) and differentiating we obtain
u = -.ZTsinh ( -2E x) cos ( -2- y)i i i
and v = ^cosh ( -ZL x) sin ( -3. y)
L L L
(25)
(26)
The liquid phase is split into three regions; as shown below.
Region
I
IDEAL FLOW
Region
II
VISCOUS FLOW
Region
III
IDEAL FLOW
Region I flow is governed by equations (22), (25) , and (26) with
appropriate boundary conditions. Region II is governed by equation
(15) with a given maximum velocity. Region III is governed by another set
of ideal flow equations; but assuming symmetrical flow it is not necessary
to develop the equations for this region.
The ideal flow regions are coupled to the viscous flow region by
assuming that the velocities in the viscous flow region are the boundary
velocities for the ideal flow region. All y velocities are zero at this
boundary. By use of equation (22) values of the stream function may be
calculated at the ideal flow-viscous flow boundary. Since there can be
no flow across a line of constant stream function, velocities in the ideal
flow region can be related to boundary velocities at calculated values
of the stream function at the boundary. By this method a pseudo-viscous
flow pattern can be imposed on the ideal flow regions.
The actual liquid phase in the test cell does not have a constant
depth. The velocities calculated by the ideal flow-viscous flow model
are imposed on the liquid phase at a point by assuming the depth of the
liquid phase at that point to be the depth of the cell in the ideal
flow-viscous flow model.
The flow pattern calculated is only an approximation, but with the
small magnitude of allowable velocities calculated by stability criteria
15
the velocities calculated should give fairly accurate flow patterns in
the liquid phase.
A listing of the conduction-convection model computer program is
given in Appendix E.
An additional source of error exists in the finite difference solution
of equation (8). The finite difference approximation neglects the second
order partial differential with respect to time, and considers it be a trunca
tion error to be included with higher order truncation errors.
If the second order partial is kept equation (8) now becomes
V-4- Ttt + u Tx + v V^ (T** + V (27)
When equation (8) is rearranged to solve for T. and then substituted
into equation (27) the resulting equation is 2
V U T X + T Ty - ( PZJT • T**
- Atuv T (28)y A
The magnitude of the numerical dispersion coefficient is approximately
one-half the value of the thermal diffusivity coefficient for values of physi
cal properties, time step, and velocity levels used in the numerical solution.
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EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE
The test cell, figure 4, consisted of a rectangular test chamber,
a heating chamber, and an expansion chamber. The test chamber was
2.54 cm by 12.7 cm by 12.7 cm. Fourteen iron-constantan thermocouples
were placed in the test chamber for the purpose of recording temperatures.
A valve was placed in the heating chamber, which connected the test
chamber and expansion chamber. The expansion chamber was included in
the cell design because the cell was originally designed for use in a
vacuum; this fact necessitated the use of a completely closed system.
The heating chamber consisted of a rectangular copper cell with an entrance
port on each of the vertical walls and two exit ports through the top
plate of the chamber.
Although the cell was designed and built as a completely closed
system, with all edges sealed, leaks were encountered when the cell was
first used. The problem was overcome by the use of an epoxy coating on
all joints, and by making experimental runs at lower temperatures than
originally planned.
The heating system, figure 5, consisted of a constant temperature
bath, a centrifugal pump, 6 tygon lines connecting the bath, pump, and
test cell. The constant temperature bath was a 5-liter glass tank, two
immersion heaters, and a stirrer. The heating fluid used was water.
The recorder used was a Bristol multipoint recorder. Sixteen channels
were used, with a two-second interval between points recorded. The ac-
curacy of the recorder was ±0.417°K. The leads from the test cell were
connected directly into the recorder.
The cell filling apparatus, figure 6, consisted of a cell filler
and a constant temperature bath. The test material was heated by running
water in coils from the constant temperature bath through the cell filler.
The bath was kept at 305°K; this temperature was used because a small
solid-liquid density change in the test material was desired when filling
the cell. The test material was degassed by the use of a magnetic stirrer.
Experimental runs were made using the following procedure:
1. The constant temperature bath was allowed to heat to approximately
2.22°K higher than the desired hot plate temperature; this procedure
allowed for the small cooling effect of the cold water present in the
expansion chamber of the test cell.
2. The recorder was allowed to run during the heating period in
order to check the initial steady state temperatures and to monitor the
heating tank temperature.
3. When the tank was at the desired temperature the run was initiated
by turning on the pump.
17
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4. The duration of the run was approximately 40 minutes.
Runs were made at angles of inclination of 0-, 30-, and 60- degrees
Runs were not made at higher angles of inclination because the phase-
change material melted completely in the top part of the test cell.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results from six data runs have been compared with the
theoretical temperature profiles predicted by the pure conduc-
tion model program and the conduction-convection model program.
The results obtained show the effect that gravity has upon the
phase change process . The results show that the pure conduction
model cannot predict actual temperature profiles in the phase
change material if gravity-induced free convection is present.
However, good agreement is obtained for results comparing ex-
perimental data and the conduction-convection model.
Figure 7 presents results for y = 0.635 cm at an angle of
inclination of 0 . The spread in experimental results is due to
the presence of air bubbles in the liquid phase. At an angle of
inclination of 0 the pure conduction model predicts the experi-
mental temperature profiles closely, considering that the air
bubbles do affect the experimental temperature profiles.
Figure 8 shows results for y = 1.27 cm at an angle of
inclination of 0 . Good agreement is obtained between experi-
mental data and the pure conduction model temperature profile.
Figure 9 presents a comparison of experimental data to the pure
conduction temperature profile for the same run at y = 1.905.
Again good agreement is obtained between the theoretical tem-
perature profile and experimentally measured temperatures.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 present comparions of experimental
data to theoretical pure conduction temperature profiles for
Run 7 at y equal 0.635 cm, 1.27 cm, and 1.905 cm, respectively.
The angle of inclination is again 0°. The 0.635 cm results
again show spread. The main cause of thy spread is due to air
bubbles. In figure 7 and figure 10 the thermocouple at the
middle of the cell records a lower temperature than the thermo-
couples at the ends of the cell. Part of this difference may
be due to the fact that the plexiglas has a slightly higher
thermal diffusivity than the n-octadecane. Therefore, the
results are also showing end effects due to higher temperatures
in the plexiglas walls. The 1.27 cm and 1.905 cm results again
present good agreement between experimental results and
theoretical prediction.
Figures 13, 14, and 15 present a comparison of experimental
data to pure conduction temperature profiles for Run 3 at y
equal 0.3175 cm, 0.635 cm, and 1.27 cm, respectively. These re-
sults are presented to show qualitatively the effects of free
convection. In figure 13/the thermocouple at x = 2.8575 cm
takes the longest time to melt; the thermocouple at x = 11.1125 cm
takes the shortest time to melt. The thermocouple at x = 6.6675 cm
melts at an intermediate time. This trend is to be expected
when gravity-induced free convection is present. The depth of
liquid should be larger at the top of the cell than at the bottom;
as measured along the long axis of the cell the large x-positions
will be referred to as the top of the cell, intermediate x-positions
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as the middle of the cell, and small x-positions as the bottom
of the cell. Since the pure conduction model predicts the
same temperature profile for all three x-positions it is
evident that the model cannot predict the experimental temperature
profiles obtained.
The same trend is present in figure 14; but in this case
only the thermocouple at x = 10.16 cm deviates from the others
during the duration of the experimental run. The pure conduc-
tion model cannot predict this deviation in experimental tem-
peratures .
Figure 15 again shows the deviation of experimental results
from the pure conduction model prediction. At this y position
the time required for the deviation in temperature to occur is
longer than in figures 13 and 14; but still it is evident that
the pure conduction model does not predict the temperature pro-
files when convection is present.
Figures 16 and 17 present theoretical and experimental com-
parisons for Run 4 at y = 0.3175 cm and y = 0.635 cm. These
results show the same trends as figures 13 and 14. They are
presented to show that convection occurs in more than just one
run. The pure conduction model does not predict the effect of
convection evident in experimental data.
The results presented in figures 7 through 17 show that
the pure conduction model will predict experimental temperature
profiles when convection is not present, but will not predict
experimental temperature profiles when convection is present.
Figures 18 through 44 present a comparison of experimental
data to both the convection model and pure conduction model for
angles of inclination of 30 and 60 . If only one theoretical
curve is shown in a figure it indicates that both theoretical
models predict approximately the same temperature profile.
Figures 18 through 26 show results for Runs 8 and 10,
both made at an angle of inclination 60 . Some spread in ex-
perimental results is evident; the spread is due to the presence
of air bubbles. Figures 18, 19, and 20 give results at small
x-positions. Figure 19 shows that the convection model predicts
the experimental results more closely than the pure conduction
model. It should also be noticed that the convection model
predicts a lower temperaturyprofile than the pure conduction
model. Figures 20 and 21 show good agreement between both
theoretical models and experimental data.
Figures 21, 22, and 23 present results at intermediate
x-positions. Both models predict approximately the same tem-
perature profile; there is a small difference in figure 21,
due to different nodal sizes used in the models. Both models
predict the experimental results, taking into account some
spread in experimental results, due to air bubbles (see
Figure 21).
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Figures 24, 25, and 26, at the larger x-positions, show
the largest deviations between the pure conduction model and
the convection model. In all three figures the convection
model has better agreement with experimental data than does
the pure conduction model. Deviation between figure 19 shows
that the convection model predicts the experimental results
more closely than the pure conduction model. It should also
be noticed that the convection model predicts a lower tempera-
ture profile than the pure conduction model. Figures 20 and
21 show good agreement between both theoretical models and
experimental data.
Figures 21, 22, and 23 present results at intermediate
x-positions. Both models predict approximately the same
temperature profile; there is a small difference in figure 21,
due to different nodal sizes used in the models. Both models
predict the experimental results, taking into account some
spread in experimental results, due to air bubbles (see figure
21) .
Figures 24, 25, and 26, at the larger x-positions, show
the largest deviations between the pure conduction model and
the convection model. In all three figures the convection
model has better agreement with experimental data than does
the pure conduction model. Deviation between experimental
data and the convection model is caused by the reduced gravity
field used in the convection model and imposed by velocity
stability criteria in the energy equation for the model At
this end of the cell the convection model predicts higher
temperatures than predicted by the pure conduction model. This
trend agrees with experimental results obtained.
Figures 27 through 35 present results obtained for a 30
run. Figures 27, 28, and 29 represent thermocouples located
at small x-positions. The y = 1.27 cm and y = 1.905 cm
theoretical curve, both convection and conduction models,
agrees very closely with the experimental results. At
y = 0.635 cm the convection model agrees closely with experi-
mental data; the pure conduction model deviates from the
experimental data and predicts higher temperatures than obtained
experimentally. Figures 30, 31, and 32 present a comparison
of theoretical and experimental results at intermediate x-
positions . At all y positions good agreement is obtained
between theory and data; both models predict the same tempera-
ture profiles at all y positions. Figures 33, 34, and 35
represent thermocouples located at large x-positions. The
convection predicts all temperature profiles closely; while
deviation occurs between the pure conduction model and experi-
mental data at y = 0.635 cm and y = 1.27 cm. The convection
model predicts higher temperatures than does the pure conduction
model.
Figures 36 through 43 present results obtained for
another 30 angle of inclination run. The results from this
run are presented separately because the initial temperature
is different from run 4. Figure 36, 37, and 38 show a compari-
son of experimental data and theoretical temperature profiles
for small x-positons. As in the previous cases the y = 1.27 cm
and y = 1.905 cm results show good agreement between theory
and data. At y = 0.635 cm the convection model predicts a
lower temperature profile than does the pure conduction model;
again the convection model temperature profile is closer
to the experimental data than the conduction model temperature
profile. Figures 39, 40, and 41 present a comparison of
theoretical and experimental results at intermediate x-positions.
The theoretical results, both conduction and convection, agree
very closely with experimental data. There is some deviation,
at y = 0.635 cm, due to air bubbles.
Figures 42, 43, and 44 show comparisons of theory and
data for large x-positions. At all y-positions the convection
model more closely predicts the experimental data than does
the pure conduction model. At y = 0.635 cm and at y = 1.905 cm
the experimental phase change takes place sooner than theoret-
ically predicted by the convection model; the deviation is due
to stability limitations and numerical dispersion effects.
Figures 45, 46, and 47 present theoretical results show-
ing the effect of velocity level upon the shape of the solid-
liquid interface. At v =0.0107 cm/sec the maximum difference
in interface position between the top, x = 10.16 cm, and bottom,
x = 2.54 cm, is 0.762 cm. At v = 0.00535 cm the maximum
difference is 0.278 cm. At v ma= 0.002675 cm the maximum
difference is 0.056 cm; this airference is negligible since the
y used in the calculation was 0.076 cm. At this theoretical
velocity level the pure conduction model can be used to predict
temperature profiles and gravity level.
Figure 48 is included to show the effect of velocity level
upon temperature profiles. At x = 10.16 cm, y = 0.635 cm the
pure conduction model has the largest deviation from a typical
experimental temperature profile. As the velocity level in-
creases the convection effect becomes larger and the theoretical
profiles more closely predict the experimental profile. Since,
due to stability criteria, 0.0107 cm/sec is the largest allow-
able maximum velocity the experimental profile cannot be exactly
predicted. There is no effect due to convection at the inter-
mediate x-position, figure 48-b. At the low x-position, figure
48-c, the results show that the convection model will predict the
experimental results closely even at low velocity levels.
Figure 49 presents results from theoretical computer
runs made to determine numerical dispersion effects.
At the middle of the test cell, figure 49-b, there is no
apparent effect of numerical dispersion. At the top and
bottom of the cell, figures 49-a and 49-c, the effect shows
the same trends as varying the velocity level, but with the
time step range used in this study the effect is smaller than
25
varying the velocity. The solutions are not convergent
with the time steps used, but due to computer limitations
smaller time steps could not be used.
No comparisons between experimental data and the convection
model is presented for y = 0.3175 cm in this discussion of
results. Because of air bubbles large deviations occur between
data and theory. These results are presented in Appendix C.
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Figure 18 - Data versus theory for y = 0.635 cm, x = 1.905 cm
a = 60°, O = Run 8, Q = Run 10, = theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
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1800 2400
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FIGURE 19- Data v e r s u s theory for y=1 .2? cm, x=2.2225 cm
a = 60°, 0 = Run 8, Q = Run 10, ^~~-»- «-
-= theory.convection
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E
-= theory, pure conductionj
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Figure 20 - Data versus theory for y = 1.905 cm, x = 2.54 cm
305-
a = 60°, © = Run 8, Q = Run 10,
= theory, pure conduction
= theory, convectio
©
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Pigure 21 - Data versus theory for y
a = 60°, O = Run 8, Q = Run 10, —
= theory, pure conduction
Q
0.635 cm, x = 5.715 cm
= theory, convection
305 -
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Figure 22 - Data versus theory for y = 1.
a = 60°, Q = Run 8, Q = Run 10, -
= theory, pure conduction
2? cm, x = 6.0375 cm
= theory, convection
0 600 1200
TIME ( SEC )
1800 2400
310 H Figure 23 - Data versus theory for y
a = 60°, o = Run 8, Q = Run 10,
= theory, pure conduction
1.905 cm, x = 6.35 cm
theory, convection
0 600 1200
TIKE ( SEC )
1800 2400
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Figure 24 - Data versus theory for y
a = 60°, O = Run 8,
CD = Run 10 Q Q
O Q
O
0
= 0.635 cm, x = 10.
295-
-= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
0 600 1200
TIME ( SEC )
1800 2400
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Figure 25 - Data versus theory for y = 1.2? cm, x = 10.4775 c
a = 60°, O = Run 8, Q = Run 10
= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
0 600 1200
TIME ( SEC )
1800 2400
325-
Figure 26 - Data versus theory for y
a = 60°, O = Run 8, Q = Run 10, -
= theory, pure conduction
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-= theory, convection
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Figure 2? - Data versus theory for y = 0.635 cm, x = 1.905 cm
a- = 30°, 0 = Run 4 ~--~~^"~
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= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
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Figure 28 - Data versus theory for y = 1.2? cm, x = 2.2225 cm
a = 30 , 0 = Run 4, -= theory, both models
1200
TIME ( SEC )
isdo 2460
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Figure 29 - Data versus theory for y = 1.905 cm, x = 2.5^ - cm
a = 30°, 0 = Run 4, = theory, both models
1200
TIME ( SEC )
1800 2400
305 -
Figure 30 - Data versus theory for y = 0.635 cm, x = 5.715 cm
a = 30°, O= Run 4
= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduct*
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Figure 31 - Data versus theory for y = 1.2? cm, x = 6.0375 cm
a. = 30°, 0 = Run 4, = theory, both models
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Figure 32 - Data versus theory for y = 1.905 cm, x = 6.35 cm
£ = 30 , © = Run 4, = theory, both models
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Figure 33 - Data versus theory for y = 0.635 cm, x =
a = 30°, 0 = Run 4
ft
295-
theory, convection
theory, pure conduction
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Figure 34 - Data versus theory for y = 1.2? cm, x = 10.4775 cm
a = 30°, 0 = Run 4
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315 - Figure 35 - Data versus theory for y
a
 = 30 , O = Run 4
= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
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Figure 36 - Data versus theory for y = 0.635cm, x = 1.905cm
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Pigure 37 - Data versus theory for y = 1.27cm, x = 2.2225cm
a = 30°, O = Run 3
= theory, both models
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305-T Figure 38 - Data versus theory for y = 1.905cm, x = 2.54cm
a = 30°, Q = Run 3
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= theory, both models
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Figure 39 - Data versus theory for y = 0.635cm, x = 5.?15cm
.310-f- a = 30°, Q = Run 3
= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction ___ — — •
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Figure 4-0 - Data versus theory for y = 1.2?cm, x = 6.0325cm
« = 30°, O = Run 3
= theory, both models
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Figure Data versus theory for y = 1.905cm, x = 6.35cm
0
= theory, both models
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320 - Figure 42 - Data versus theory for y = 0.635cm, x = 10.l60cm
a = 30°, O=Run 3
—= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
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Figure 43 - Data versus theory for y
a
 = 30°, Q = Run 3
—= theory, convection
—= theory, pure conduction
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Figure 44 - Data versus theory for y = 1.905cm, x = 10.795cm
a = 30°, 0 = Run 3
— = theory, convection 0
-— = theory, pure conduction Q
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Figure 4-5 - Theoretical interface distance from hot plate
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Figure 46 - Theoretical interface distance from hot plate
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Figure 4? - Theoretical interface distance from hot plate
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Figure ^8 - Effect of velocity level on temperature
profile
(a) at y = 0.635 cm, x = 10.l60cm, <x= 60°
(b) at y = 0.635 cnv x = 5.715cm, a= 60°
(c) at y = 0.635 cm, x = 1.905cm, a= 60°
Legend:
1 - convection model, v _ = 0.010? cm/sec
max
2 - convection model, v _ = 0.00535 cm/sec
IDclX
3 - convection model, v = 0.002675 cm/sec
liicwC
**• - pure conduction model
© - experimental data, Run 10
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Figure ^9 - Effect of numerical dispersion on
temperature profile
(a) at y = 0.635 cm, x = 10.160 cm, a = 60°
(b) at y = 0.635 cm, x = 5.715 cm, a- 60°
(c) at y = 0.635 cm, x = 1.905 cm, a = 60°
Legend:
1 - v = 0.0107 cm/sec, At =1 .0 sec
2
 -
 vmr,v
 =
 0.0107 cm/sec, At = 1.5 seclucLX
• 3 - vfflax = 0.0107 cm/sec, At = 2.0 sec
O- experimental data, Run 10
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CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn from this study:
1. The study has demonstrated that gravity-induced free con-
vection greatly alters the melting interface profile and
the temperature profiles of individual nodes within the
phase change material.
2. The results show that the pure conduction model cannot pre-
dict gravity effects. In cases where convection is not
present the pure conduction model does a good job of model-
ing the phase change process.
3. The convection model shows good agreement with experimental
data. The velocity profile model is accurate enough to
give temperature profiles to be used in the preliminary
design of phase-change thermal control packages.
4. It was not possible to determine an approximate gravity
level. Methods have been suggested that relate a
critical Rayleigh number to the velocity level. However,
literature values for the critical Rayleigh number vary
from 600 to 4000 for conditions similar to the one
being studied. Therefore, any Rayleigh number in the range
could be used to determine a gravity level which would
justify the theoretical model. However, there is no basis
for choosing a given Rayleigh number. Because of the un-
certainty in the value of the Rayleigh number, we cannot
state that the results correlate with a known gravity
level. We can, however, evaluate convection effects in
terms of the maximum velocity parameter and thus investigate
convection effects in phase change devices.
5. Within the accuracy of numerical convection solutions ob-
tained, the results indicate that gravity-induced free
convection may be neglected at velocity levels less than
0.002675 cm/sec.
6. The experimental investigation has shown that air bubbles
have a large effect upon the performance characteristics
of the phase change material.
7. Sources of error in the numerical solution are:
(a) numerical dispersion effects
(b) arbitary flow profiles
(c) stability limitations
(d) constant maximum velocity
8. The method of solution is an initial solution to the
phenomena of gravity-induced free convection in the
liquefaction of a phase change material. The study has
indicated problem areas in numerical solutions of the
physical situation and has shown that further work is
needed if complete solutions to the problem are to be
realized.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made as a result of this
s tudy.
1. Because of the large effect that air bubbles have upon
the performance of the phase change material, further
investigation should be made on methods of proper degass-
ing of phase change materials.
2. A theoretical investigation should be made to determine
the proper form of finite difference approximation needed
to introduce an equation of state for density into the
mathematical model for velocity.
3. An experimental study using tracer materials in the phase
change system should be undertaken to determine the actual
shape of convection induced velocity profiles in liquifaction
and solidification phenomena. The measurement equipment
should be photographic or microphotographic equipment.
4. A study should be made to determine the magnitude of gravity-
induced free convection effects upon PCM performance in
a PCM-filler system.
5. Because of the problems encountered in the theoretical
modeling of the convection phenomena, a material investigation
study should be made to determine whether or not low density
polymers, which demonstrate a solid-solid phase change of
proper magnitude in the proper temperature range, would make
feasible phase-change materials. This type of material could
be modeled using only a pure conduction model.
6. Further studies should be made, using a phase change material
which has physical properties such that the stability criteria
developed in the finite difference approximation for the
vorticity equation is the governing stability criteria
for the theoretical model. Then, given a computer with
large enough memory capacity, the convection-conduction
system could be accurately modeled.
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Nomenclature
Definition:
Given that s = f(x,y,t), then the following definit-
ions are true:
st =
6s 6s
6t' sx 6x' sy
62s _ 62s
Kv-2 Xy AvAi
- is «,6y' St1
T
- ^  ,p > s-
6t SX = 6x2
Parallel Plow Model:
b = one-half of- distance between parallel walls, cm1
 P
g = acceleration of gravity, cm /sec
AT = temperature gradient between parallel walls, °K
y = distance from centerline, cm
V = y/b
3 = coefficient of thermal expansion, °K~
p = density, grams/cubic cm
-1 -1|M = viscosity, gm cm sec
Ideal Flow Model:
a,b,c = real constants in ascending order of magnitude
A',B' = complex constants
t,w,z = complex planes
u = x-direction velocity, cm/sec
v = y-direction velocity, cm/sec
x = spatial dimension in complex z plane, cm
y = spatial dimension in complex z plane, cm
<P = potential function, sec"
^ = stream function, sec"
Finite Difference Models:
c = heat capacity, watt«sec gm~ °K
AH = latent heat of fusion, watts sec gm~
k = thermal conductivity, watts cm °K~
T = temperature, °K
u = x-direction velocity, cm/sec
v = y-direction velocity, cm/sec
x = spatial direction, cm
y = spatial direction, cm
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a = angle of inclination, degrees
p = density, gm/cc
8 - time, sec
= time step, sec
v = kinematic viscosity, centistokes
Subscripts:
f,i,l,o,p,s = fusion, initial, liquid, cold plate,
hot plate, solid, respectively
Superscript:
* = at new time step
Pure Conduction Computer Program:
AHP = latent heat of fusion, Btu/lb
AKL = liquid phase thermal conductivity, Btu (ft sec F)~
AKS = solid phase thermal conductivity, Btu (ft sec °F)~
CPL = liquid phase heat capacity, Btu (Ib °F)~
CPS = solid phase heat capacity, Btu (Ib °F)~1
DT = time step, sec
DX = spatial increment, x-direction, inches
DY = spatial increment, y-direction, inches
RHOL = liquid phase density, Ib/ cubic ft
RHOS =. solid phase density, Ib/ cubic ft
T = temperature, F
TAU = initial time, sec
TE = excess degrees, °F
TF = fusion temperature, °F
TO = cold plate temperature, F
TP = hot plate temperature, F
Combined Model Computer Program:
AHF = latent heat of fusion, Btu/lb 2
AL = liquid phase thermal diffusivity, ft /sec2
AS = solid phase thermal diffusivity, ft /sec
DX = spatial increment, x-direction, ft
DY = spatial increment, y-direction, ft
R = phase indicator
T = temperature at.old time step, °p
TD = time increment, sec
TI = elapsed experimental time, sec
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TF = phase change temperature, P
TN = temperature at new time step, F
TO = cold plate temperature, °F
TP = hot plate temperature, °F
UX = x-direction velocity, ft/sec
UY = y-direction velocity, ft/sec
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APPENDIX A
The experimental data for this study is given in the
following study:
Bain, R. L., "The Effect of Gravity-Induced Free
Convection Upon the Melting Phenomena of a Finite
Paraffin Slab for Thermal Control," Thesis No.
T 1319, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado,
1971.
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Discussion of Other Theoretical Models
Other theoretical models were developed in this
study, but due to stability requirements and other numer-
ical difficulties it is not possible to use these models
as solutions at the present time. Only one development
is presented in this section; this model seems to have
the best possible application to the problem of gravity-
induced free convection effects in solid-liquid phase
change.
The basic equations used in this development are the/ o \
equations of motion, energy, and continuity. These
equations are given below:
Motion
ut+uux+vuy = v (uxx+uyy)-q(T-Ta) (29)
where
q=-agsjma
Pa
vt+uvx+vvy =
 y(vxx+v)-r(T-T) (30)
and,
i
where
r=-a£cosa
Pa
Continuity
u +vv = 0 (3D
-"• y
Energy
Tt+uTx+vTy = _jL_(Tvv+Twr) (32)
The stream function and vorticity, defined below,
are introduced after the equations of motion are differ-
entiated, the u equation with respect to y and the v
equation with respect to x, and the equation of the
difference between the two developed.
Stream function
U
 " ^ V (33)
v = -9.. .
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Vorticity
X = „ (p2 = _u + VYy •K-
The resulting vorticity equation is given below:
Xt + <i*)x + (vUy = Uxx + Kyy) - qTy - rTx (35)
The equation of continuity is inherently satisfied
by the vorticity equation. Equations 32, 33> and. 35 are
then put into finite difference form; these equations
are used, with appropriate boundary conditions, to model
the liquid phase,, Methods of finite difference formulation
(17) (32)of these equations are presented by Wilkes and Fromrn. '
There are two problems present in the theoretical
approach which make the solution meaningless at the present
time. First, the base temperatures, T and T1, in the8. a
gravity approximation are not well defined. Average
values of the liquid phase temperature give temperature
driving forces which cause velocities to exceed stability
criteria after one time step. Therefore, before any
finite difference solution using this gravity approximat-
ion can be made further investigation needs to be made
in two areas. The first area to be studied is the correct
determination of values of T and T' to be used in thea a
gravity approximation. The second area to be studied is
alternate finite difference formulations of the gravity
approximation in order to reduce the magnitude of the
gravity effect in the finite difference formulation.
An implicit finite difference technique can be used
to eliminate stability requirements with respect to the
magnitude of the time step; but a stability requirement
still exists with respect to the maximum allowable velocity,
The stability requirements for velocity in the energy
equations are given by equations 12 and 13'. The stability
requirements for velocity in the ' vorticity equation are
u(n,m) - 2v/Ax > 0 (36)
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v(n,m) - 2v/Ax > 0 (37)
In the finite difference solution velocities velo-
cities are calculated from the vorticity and stream funct-
ion equations, then used in the solution of the energy
equation. Therefore, to ensure a stable solution the
properties of the test material must be such that
v > k//>cp (38)
Otherwise, velocities may, be calculated which are stable
in the vorticity equation, but which cause the energy
equation to be unstable. N-octadecane does not exhibit
this property.
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Figure 50 - Data versus theory for y = 0.3175cm, x = 2.8575cm
a = 60°, © = Run 8, Q = Run 10
o oo o ^
= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
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Figure 51 - Data versus theory for y = 0.3175cm, x = 6.6675cm
a = 60°, O = Run 8, Q = Run 10
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Figure 52 - Data versus theory for y = 0.3175cm,
a = 60°, 0 = Run 8, Q ='Hun 10
—= theory, convection
x = 11.1125cm
= theory, pure conduction
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31 5i Figure 53 - Data versus theory for y = 0.3175cm, x = 2.8575cm
a
 = 30°, O = Run
= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
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Figure 54 - Data versus theory for y = 0»3175cm, x = 6.6675cm
a = 30°, O = Run 4
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Figure 55 - Data versus theory for y = 0.3175cm, x
a = 30°, 0 = Run ^
©
o
-3051
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= theory, pure conduction
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315- Figure 56 - Data versus theory for y = 0.3175cm, x = 2.8575cm
a = 30°, Q =. Run 3
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theory, convection
theory, pure conduction
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315-f Figure 57 - Data versus theory for y = 0.3175cm, x = 6.6675cm
a = 30°, O = Run 3
295-
= theory, convection
= theory, pure conduction
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Figure 58 - Data versus theory for y = 0.3175cm, x = 11.1125cm
a = 30°, 0 = Run 3 0
—= theory, convection
—= theory, pure conduction
1200
TIME ( SEC )
2400
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PURE CONDUCTION COMPUTER PROGRAM
This program was written in FORTRAN-IT to solve a two-
dimensional pure-conduction liquefaction problem. The program
was run on a CDC-8090 computer. Consult nomenclature section
for definition of terms.
Input file:
1. First card - DX, DY, TD, TAU, AHF, TF, TI
where the format is (7F10.5), and
DX [=] inches
DY [=] inches
TD [=] minutes
TAU [=] minutes
AHF [=] BTU/LB
TF 1=] F
TI [=] Min
2. Second card - AT, BT, CT, DT, ET, FT
where the format is (5E16.8), and all variables are
unitless. This is a dummy input file, to be used if
a polynomial fit of hot plate temperature is desired;
statement no 12 in the listing will have to be changed
to polynomial form to use a polynomial fit. The poly-
nomial is of the form
T = AT * TAU5 + BT* TAU4 + CT * TAU3 + DT * TAU2
P
+ ET * TAU + FT
3. Third card - ACT, BCT, CCT, DCT, ECT, FCT
where the format is (5E16.8), and all variables are
unitless. The polynomial is of the form
T = ACT * TAU5 + BCT * TAU4 + CCT * TAU3 + DCT * TAU2
o
+ ECT * TAU + FCT
4. Sample Input
Card 1 - 0.250, 0.0625, 0.0, 104.90, 81.50, 0.98
Card 2 - 0.1E-20, 0.1E-20, 0.1E-20, 0.1E-20, O.lE-20,
0.1E-20
Card 3 - -.109E-05, .11859E-03, -.4566E-02, .6941E-01,
-.1157E + 00, .74487E + 02
Output file:
This program will print
1. Input variables
2. Time, t, at one minute intervals
3. Nodal Indicators for all nodes at time t
Solid = +1
Solid (at phase change temp.) = +3
Liquid = -1
7?
4. Temperatures °F , for all nodes at time t.
Note:
Subroutines TS1, TS2, and TLl calculate the physical
properties of n-octadecane as functions of temperature for
solid, interface, and liquid phase nodes, respectively. For
a different test material, these subroutines will have to be
modified. The units used for physical properties in the
subroutines are given below
C £=] Btu Ib'1 V1
P
k [=] Btu (hr ft ^J"1
p [=] Ib (cu. ft.)'1
JIQf-J T( 22,18 >,CPS< 22,13 >,CP L C 22, 13), A KS( 22,18 ).,AKL( 22,18 ),*HO
IS(22i18),RHOL<22il6)iR(22,l8>,TE(22il8)
COMMON TD,DX,DY 73
c READ DATA
READ I,DX,OY»TD,TAU»AHF,TF,TJ
1 FORMAT (7F10|5)
PRINT i,OX,DY,Tp|TAUiAHFiTF|T.I
OX=DX/12,0
OY=DY/12,0
READ 2,AT,BT,CT,DT,ET,FT
READ 2,ACT,BCT,CCT,OCT,ECT,FCT
2 FORMAT (5E16.8)
PRINT 2,AT,BT,CT,DT,ET,FT
PRINT 2,ACT,BCT,CCT,DCT,ECT,FCT
C SET NODAL INDICATORS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
DO 8 Msl,l8
00 8 N=ti22
R(N,M>=1 10
T(N|H)sFCT
TE{N,H)=0,0 . '
3 CONTINUE
CALCULATIONS
10 TAU=TAU*TO
12 TP=120,0
13 TO=(«(ACT»TA.U*BCmTAU*CCT>*TAU*DCT)«TAU*ECT)»TAU*FCT
00 25 N*t|21
T(N,1)=TP
25 T{N,17)=TO
24 FORMAT (2F10i5)
If (TP*TF> 2V,29(27
27 DO 28 M=2,16
W s M
T(1,M)=TF«(W/16,)*(TF»TO)
2P T(21,M)=T(1,M)
GO TO 99
29 DO 39 M=2,16
WsM
T(l|M.)sTP»(W/16,)»(TP-TO>
39 T(21,M)=m,M>
99 DO 50 H32.16
DO 40 N=2,20
IF (R(N»M)) 30,100,15
15 IF (R(N*M>,-2,0) 31,10B|35
IF (T(N|M)«TF) 40,16,16
31 CALL TSKTiN|M,ASl,AS2,AS3,BSilBS2iBS3>
GO TO 36
35 CALL TS2(T,N,M,ASl,AS2,A53,8SifBS2,BS3>36 T(N|M>sT(N,M)»(li0«ASl»2ie»BSi»2,0)*AS2»T{N*l,M)*AS3»T(NBl,M)*BS2«
IFCTfN.M^TF) 40|16it6
16 SUM = T(N|M>f..TF
SA=<SUM*TF)«0i5l70
IF (SA^AHF) 18,17,17
17 R(N|H)a«4,0
GO TO 40
18 T(N,M)cTF
TE(N»M)aSUM
R ( N , M > = 3 , 0
IF (N-12)} 40,37,40
37 K M A X r M
GO TO 40
30 CAU T H ( T , N i M , A L l i A U 2 i A L 3 , a L l » B U 2 i B L 3 )
1T(N,M+1)*BU3«T(N|M-1>
40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
IF (TAU*TI) 10,65,65
C PRINT RESULTS
65 PRINT 66,TAU
66 F O R M A T <BH TIME = ,Fi0,5,ix,4H M I N >
79 FORMAT (11F10,5)
PRINT 7873 FORMAT CISH TEMPERATURE >
PRINT 72
72 F O R M A T U1H0 N M , 5 X , 5 H TEMP)
Ns4
M = 5
P R I N T 7 3 , N , M ( T ( N | M ) \
73 F O R M A T (2IS,Fj ,0 ,5)
PRINT 73,N,M|T(N|M>
PRINT 73,N,M,T(N,M)
N = 6
Ms3
PRINT 73|N|M,T(N|M)
N = 10
Ms5
PRINT 73|N,M|T(N|M)
N«lt
M = 9
PRINT 73,N,M,T(N,M>
PRINT 73,N,M|T<N,M)
N = 12
Ms3
PRINT 73,NiM,T(N|M)
N = 16
Ms5
PRINT 73|N|M|T(N|M)
N = U
Ms9
PRINT 73,N|M,t(NiM>
PRINT 73,N|M|T(N|M)
PRINT 73,NiMiT(N»Mj
IF <TI«39,9) 82,82,100
82 TI?TI+1,00
GO TO 10
100 STOP
END
SUBROUTINE TSl(N|M,ASl,AS2,AS3|BSl,BS2iBS3>
DIMENSION CPS(22,18)»AKS(22,18>,RHOS(22,18),T(22il8>
COMMON TO,OX,DY
CPS I N , M J 80,517
CPS(N^1,M> =0,517 80
CP3{N+1,M)B0,517
CPS <N|M*l)s0l5i7
CP5(N,M-1)=0,517
RHOS(N lM)a0,0i60«T<N»M>+54,65
RHOS(N+l,M>B0,0i60»T(N*liM>+54 t69
RHOS(N,M+l)s0 l0i60«T<N,M+l)+54 l65
R H 0 S ( N , M - 1 ) = P , 0 1 6 0 <» T ( N , M = 1 ) * 5 4 , 6 5
AKS<N,M)s(«(,893E»-4)»T(N»M)+0t0945)/60,0
4)«T(Nf M«l>*0,0945)/60,0
AKS(N|M+l>s(«(,893E«4)«T(N|M+l)+0,0945)/60l0
ASl=(TDttAKS{NlM))/(DX*DX*RHOS(,\i|M)»CPS(N|M)>
AS3s(TD*AKS(N^ilM))/(DX«DX«RHOS(N»l,M>#CPS{N»l|M)>
BSls(TD»AKS(N,M»/(DY«DY«RHOS{N|M)«CPS(N,M)>
BS2s(TD«AKS(M,M+l))/<DY«DY»RHOS(N|M+l)«CPS(N,M*l»
BS3s(TD»AKS(N,M*l) }/(DY»DY«RHOS< N,M«1)«CPS(N|M»1»
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TS2{N|MiASl,AS2f AS3»BS1,BS2|9S3>
DIMENSION CPS(22il8)»AKS(22il8)|RHOS(22,18>,T<22|18)
COMMON TD,OX|DY
CPS(N,M)=0,517
CPS(N-l,M)s0,517
CPS(N+1|K)=0,517
CPS (N,H*D=0,517
•CPS(N,M!-l)sl6057E-3«T<N»M*l)*0l4675
RHOS ( «M i M ) =0 , 0160»T ( N » M > +54 , 65
RHOS(N+l|M)=0,0160*T(N+liM>*54i65
RHOS(N-l,M)=0,0160ttT(N-liM)*54,65
AKS(Ns-l,M)a{B{.,893E:«<)«T<N«liM>*0,0945>/60,0
AKS(N|M -!)=(-(, 893E»4>»T(N»M»l>+0, 09 45)/60,0
AKS { N , M + l ) s <
 B ( , 893^^4 > *T < N , M + l > +0 , 0945 ) /60 , 0
ASlB(TD»AKS(N,M))/(DX«DX*RHOS(N,.M>*CPS(NiM))
AS2s(TD»AKS(N+l|M))/(OX«DX»RHOS(N+l|M)«CPS{N*l|M»
AS3a(TD«AKS(N«l|M»/(DX»tlX«RHOS(N«i,M)»CPS{N»l|MM
BSla(TD»AKS(NlM))/{DY«DY*RHOS<N|M)«CPS(N,M»
BS2=(TO*AKS(N,M+1) >/(DY«DY»RHOS (N, M+l )*CPS(N|M+1) >
BS3a(TD«AKS{N,Ms.3.))/(DY«DY*RHOS<N»M"l}«CPS{N|M»t)>
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TU(T,N,M,AUliAL2,Al3,BlliBL2,BU3>
DIMENSION CP|B(22|18)iAKLC22i.l8)|RHOU(22»18)|T(22il8)
COMMON TD,OX,DY
CPL,<N,-M)a16057E»3»T(N,M>+0,4675
CPL(N*l|M)8,6057E»3«T(Nel,M)+0,4675
CPU (Ni,M*l)al6i}57E»3«T(N,K + l) +0,4675
CPL(NlMal)al6357E'»3»T(N,M-l>*0,4675
RHOL(N»l|M)a*0,0240«T(NBl|M>*50,5
n V b, t H | i ' "* J, / " ~ | rj C. ~< B " I » 'V | ! ! " i. I -r J •(] , J
N|M)a(s.( ,-893Es-4)*T<NiM)*0,0945)/60,0 8l
AKL<N-.l»M)a(-(,893E»'4)«T<N«liM)*0fa945)/6010
AL1=<TD»AKL(N IM) )/<OX*DX«RHOU<N lM>»CPL(N|M> )
AU25(TO»AKL(N+i,M) ) / (DX*DX«RHOU (N+l,M) «CPU<N*1,M) )
AL3s(TD«AKL<N si,M))/<OX«PX#RHOL<N*l,M)*CPL(Niil,MJJ
BL3s(TD«AKL(N,M»l) )/ <DY«OY«RHOL
RETURN
END
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CONVECTION MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM
This program was written in FORTRAN-IV to solve a
liquefaction problem of n-octadecane under the influence of
gravity-induced free convection. The program was run on a
DEC, model PDP-10, computer. The program was written in
specific, not general, terms for a given length to width
ratio and a given number of nodes in spatial directions.
See nomenclature section for definition of terms.
Input file:
1. For execution 4 = Input File or Input Device
2. First card -TD, DX, DY with a (3F) format where
TD [=] sec
DX [=] FT
DY [=] FT
3. Second card - ACT, BCT, CCT, DCT, ECT, FCT, with a
a (6E) format. See 3rd input card section in
Appendix D for discussion of this input card.
Flag file:
1. For execution 6 = Flag File or Flag Device
2. Output -
Time = (time in seconds)
Input Flag (Hollerith Statement)
3. Input flag value - (F) format
a. if flag < 10.0 -continue execution
b. if flag i 10.0 -stop execution
Output File:
1. For execution 5 = output file or device
2. Values of velocities for nodal system
3. time, t, at 120 second intervals
4. Temperatures of all nodes at 120 second intervals
Sample Input File:
First card - 1.0, .005208, .002604
Second card - -.109E-05, .11859E-03, -.4566E-02,
.6941E-01, -.1157E+00, .74487E+02
c NOMENCLATURE -------
C. VMAX = M A X I M U M VELOCITY ALLOWABLE! FT/SEC
c TD = TIME: INCREMENT, SEC
C OX = DELTA X, FT
C DY = DELTA Yi FT
C UX = X COMPONENT OF VELOCITY, FT/SEC
C UY = Y COMPONENT OF VELOCITY, FT/SEC
C T a TEMPERATURE AT OLD TIME STEP, DEC F
C TN = TEMPERATURE AT NEW TIME STEP, DEC F
C TP = TEMPERATURE OF HOT WALL, DEC F
C TO s TEMPERATURE OF COLD WALL, DEC F
C TF = PHASE CHANGE TEMPERATURE • DEC F
C AS = SOLID PHASE THERMAL Q I F F U S J V I T Y , FT*<»2/SEC
C AL » LIQUID PHASE THERMAL Q I F F U S I V I T Y , FT»»2/S£C
C AHF = LATENT HEAT OF FUSION, RTU/L3
C Tl = ELAPSED EXPERIMENTAL TIME, SEC
c R = PHASE I N D I C A T O R
C +1 IF LIQUID
c -i IF SOLID
01 MEMS I CM UC(82,34) , VC (82.34 >
DIMENSION T<32,34> iTN<82.34) i * < 32 , 34 ) > K ( 52 , 34 } , TE ( 82 , 34 )
01 HENS ION U B < 3 4 ) i N O < 8 2 >
DIMENSION V V C 3 4 ) , V(82i34> ,U<82,34) ,V3(34> ,SF<34) ,VO(34)
c M A X I M U M VELOCITY CALCULATION
TD=3.2E-21
IF (A8S( VHAX) ,GE,2,253E-!-03> VHAX = ? , 250E-B3
V 9 = V M A X
C COMBINED IDEAL"VI5COUS VELOCITY 'CALCULATION
DO 10
10 vv( i )=V
P1=3.14159&2
Y s 0 , 0
DO 15 Is2,32
SF( I ) s S I M H t ? I * X J « S l N « P I * Y >
UB<I)s;siNH(PI«X)«C'GS(Pl*Y>»PI
15 VB<I)scOSH(PI«X)»SlN{PI«Y)«PI
D0l8js2il6
X«.X*l,C/32iB
18 .VO(34-.j)=PI*COSH(PI»X)»SIN(Pl*Y)
Ya0,50-l. 0/32,0
DO 36 K=l7i32
DO 36 f.' =
DO 30 1=1,16
85
IF (SFT,GE,SF(KK) ) GO TO 33
GO TO 31
30 CONTINUE
-KK = 17
31 U M A X = U B < K K )
U(N lM)sUl<»U80/UMAX
V N = P I * C O S K < P I « X ) o S l N < P I « Y )
V<NiM)s(l,3-ABS( V N / V B C K K ) ) >«UBO
IF (ABS<VN'VS(KK) ).GE.1.00> V ( N , M ) =0 . 301«UBO
36 CONTINUE
DO 40 M=2il6
DO 40 M=2,16
40 CONTINUE
00 30 M=2,32
00 50 h' = !7i65
V < N , M > s 0 f 1E-S33
U(N,M)sVV(M)
IP (M.EO',17) y<N,M)=2,lr-10
50 CONTINUE:
00 60 Ha2, 32
00 60 N=66i30
60 CONTINUE
C PRINT COMBINED I-V VELOCITY VALUES
00 62 K: = 2,B>5
DO 62 H=2,32
AU=A8S(U(N,M) )
AV=ABS(V(^,M) )
IF <AU','GEtV9> GO TO 171
IF UV,'GE.V9) GO TO 171
62 CONTINUE
DO 65 Ms2,32
WRITE (5,63) M,(U{N,M),Ns2i3fl>
63 F O R M A T < I 5 i / i 9 X i (6E»
65 CONTINUE
00 70 K=2i32
W R I T E (5,685 H, (\/(N,M),N = 2i30)
68 FORMAT ( I5i/i5X, (6E) )
70 CONTINUE
GO TO 71
171 WRITE (6,17?)
172 FORMATC VELOCITY EXCEEDS STABLE VALUE '/)
GO TO 175
C READ E X P E R I M E N T A L DATA AND INPUT PARAMETERS
71 READ u,72> TQ,DX,DY
72 FORMAT (3F)
R E A Q (4,745 ACT,BCT,CCT,DCT,ECT,FCT
74 FORMAT (fiE)
C SET I N I T I A L VALUES FOR TEMPERATURE AND FLAGS
W R I T E <5,72> TD.nX.QY
WRITE (5i74) ACT.BCT.CCT.DCTiECT.FCT
TI-0.0C
ATI.= 119.93
.AHFrl.Z4.90
86
DO 75 M=2,32
DO 75 N=2,S0
NO(N)s)
T<N,l)sTP
T(N,335=TO
TN(N.M)sFCT
T(N,M)sTO
R(N,M)=-1.0
K < N , M ) s 1
75 CONTINUE
180 T1=TI+TO
TA=TI/60,0
TOs((((ACT*TA+BCT)«TA*CCT)«TA+OCT)*TA*ECT)«TA+FCT
00 76 h.si.31
76 T(M,33)=TO
C CALCULATE EMO «ALU BOUNDARY VALUES
J = 33
00 78 M=2(32
IF(R(2,M),GE,0,12) GO TO 78
JsM
GO TO 79
78 CONTINUE
79 DO '30 KB2i J
WsJ-,1
WJsM-l
80 T(l»H)sTP?-<'WT/W)*(TP-TF)
IF (J.GF. ,33) GO TO 3 5
Jjsj+i
00 31 H=JJ»32
W?33-J
WT*M-J
81 T(l,M>s-TF^CWT/W)*(TF^70)
Js33
85 00 82 M=2t32
IF < R < 6 0 , M > ,GE,0.10> GO TO 82
JsM
GO TO 83
82 CONTINUE
83 DO 34 K=2iJ
Wsj-i
WT=M-1
84 T(81,H)=TP«(WTXW)«(TP-TF)
IF (J.GE.33) GO TO 93
JJ=J+1
DO 86 NsjJi32
W=33-J
WTsM-j
86 T<Bl,.H)=TF-(WT/U)»(TF-TO)
c SQUID PHASE CALCULATIONS
90 DO 112- h = 2i80
DO 113 V=2»32
IF (R(N,M),GE,0.1C) GO TO 110
8?
AsT(N,M)«(i,0-2.3»A3*TD/DX/OX-2,fl*AS«TD/OY/OY)
BsT<N*l,M)*T(N-l,M)
CaAS»TD«8/9X/DX
EsAS»TD.*D/DY/OY
T N < N i M ) = A + C + E
IF <TN(N,M).GEiTF> GO TO 120
GO TO na
C PHASE CHANGE CALCULATIONS
100 SUM=TN(N,M)-TF
IF (SA^A^F) 101,131,132
101 TECN,H)sSUM
TN<N,M)=TF
GO TO 110
102 R(N,M)si,0
K<N,M)s2
TN(N,K)sTF*(SA«AHF)/0,5l70
110 CONTINUE
C LIQUID PHASE CALCULATIONS
00 115 i-.! = 2»63
00 111 I=2i32
J=I
IF ( R < M , I) ,LT,0,10) GO TO 112
111 . CONTINUE
N O < N ) s 2 3
GO TO us
112 NO(M)aj
115 CONTINUE
C VELOCITY GCf'VERSION CALCULATIONS
120 DO 130 r>; = 2i63
L=NQ(N)-i
DO 130 I=2il,
1 1 = 1 - 1
JJsMO<Ni)-.l
IF (JJ'.'LT.I) JJ = MO(N)
Slall/JJ
IF (Sl,GE,^.999) GO TO 123
00 125 J=2,32
JKaj-i
S2aJK/32
IF (S2',LT,S.t) GO TO 125
U C C N i I )=U(N, J)
VC(N,I)=V(N,J)
GO TO i,32>
125 CONTINUE
GO TO 132
128 UC(N,M)=0,1E-12
VC<N.M)aC,lE-12
130 CONTINUE
C Li'P. CONVECTION ENERGY CALCULATIONS
00 135 W=2f30
JaNO(\')-l
IF (J.GE.33) J=32
IF (J.LE.2) J=2
DO 135 H=2iJ
IF (K(N,M) ,GT.l) GO TO 134
IF (NO<^).LT,5) UC(N,M)a0,lE-12
88
IF (Nb(N),LT,5> VC<N,M)=3.1E-12
A8T(Nlf.>*(J.,a-2,'3«AL»TD/OX/OX-2,0«AL»TO/DY/OY)
8=T(N*l,M)«(AL»TO/DX/pX-UC<N,M>«TO/9.0/DX)
E B T < N , H - l > » ( A L « T O / O Y / O Y + V C ( N . M ) « T D / 2 , a / D Y >
T N ( N , M ) = A + B + C + D + E
GO TO 135
134 K { N , M ) B l
135 CONTINUE:
161 00 165 Ma2i32
DO 165 N=2i63
165 T(N,M)=TMN,M)
c PRINT TEMPERATURE PROFIUES
IF ( A T I . G E i T I ) GO TO 180
WRITE (6,510) ATI
510 FORMAT (• TIME = ', F10.2/)
ATI=ATI+120,0
WRITE (5,166) TI
166 FORMAT (/,F,/)
DO 172 M=2i32
WRITE (5,163) H,<T(NiM),Ms2,S0)
168 FORMAT <!5i/i(6E)>
170 CONTINUE
' WRITE (6,930) (T(N»2)fNalt8l)
900 FORMAT <4E)
WRITE. (6,173)
173 FORMAT (' INPUT FLAG '/)
READ (6,174) FLAG
174' FORMAT (F)
IF (FLAG, GE. 13,0) GQ TO 175
IF (Tf.'LE, 2395,2) GO TO 180
175 STOP
END
